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Figure depicting the merger of two galaxies with their nuclear MBHs (circles), adopted with permission from Tremmel et al. [1]
Coalescing, massive black-hole (MBH) binaries are the most powerful sources of gravitational
waves (GWs) in the Universe, which makes MBH science a prime focus for ongoing and upcoming
GW observatories. The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) – a gigameter scale space-
based GW observatory – will grant us access to an immense cosmological volume, revealing MBHs
merging when the first cosmic structures assembled in the Dark Ages. LISA will unveil the yet
unknown origin of the first quasars, and detect the teeming population of MBHs of 104−7 M
forming within protogalactic halos. The Pulsar Timing Array, a galactic-scale GW survey, can
access the largest MBHs the Universe, detecting the cosmic GW foreground from inspiraling MBH
binaries of ∼ 109 M. LISA can measure MBH spins and masses with precision far exceeding that
from electromagnetic (EM) probes, and together, both GW observatories will provide the first
full census of binary MBHs, and their orbital dynamics, across cosmic time. Detecting the loud
gravitational signal of these MBH binaries will also trigger alerts for EM counterpart searches,
from decades (PTAs) to hours (LISA) prior to the final merger. By witnessing both the GW and
EM signals of MBH mergers, precious information will be gathered about the rich and complex
environment in the aftermath of a galaxy collision. The unique GW characterization of MBHs
will shed light on the deep link between MBHs of 104 − 1010 M and the grand design of galaxy
assembly, as well as on the complex dynamics that drive MBHs to coalescence.
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The GW View of Massive Black Holes
A New Window into the Cosmos
Gravity has its own messenger: GWs are ripples in the fabric of spacetime produced by non-
axisymmetric motions of matter. Traveling essentially unimpeded throughout the Universe,
GWs carry unbiased information on their sources, from binary stellar remnants, to MBH
collisions, to the Big Bang itself. GWs provide a clean way to measure the geometry of
black hole spacetimes, including masses and spins, and even characterize their horizons
[2, 3, 4]. With their strongly curved geometry and relativistic motion, coalescing MBH
binaries generate a highly warped and dynamic spacetime – the strongest gravitational signals
expected in the Universe. Moreover, their amplitude and frequency show a simple and
universal scaling with mass, inherited from the fact that general relativity has no built-in
fundamental scale. This gives us direct access to a huge range of black holes – from primordial
to ultra-massive – by exploring different GW bands. With gravity as a messenger, we stand
to revolutionize our understanding of the birth, growth, and evolution of MBHs, as well as
their role in sketching the cosmological canvas of the Universe.
Most of what we know about MBHs thus far has
been informed by EM observations of active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN) over several epochs of cosmic evo-
lution [5, 6]. During the Cosmic Dawn, starting at
z ∼ 20, mostly-neutral baryons in low-mass dark
matter halos began to collapse and fragment, form-
ing the first stars and seed black holes. The physics
in this era is all but invisible to us in the EM win-
dow until it ends at z = 7.5, when a myriad of
sources of ultra-violet radiation, including accret-
ing MBHs, reionized the intergalactic neutral hy-
drogen into a hot, tenuous plasma [7]. The most
MBH Mysteries
• How are MBHs born and how
do they grow?
• How efficiently do MBHs merge
and how does this affect their
galaxy hosts?
• What are the demographics of
MBHs in the Universe?
distant quasars are now found at z ∼ 7, when the Universe was less than one billion years
old, posing extreme constraints on their formation squarely in this heretofore unobserved
era[8]. These rare, overluminous sources are probing the tip of an underlying population
of yet undiscovered much fainter objects. GW observations will be key to unveiling the
existence of and physics governing MBHs within the Cosmic Dawn.
Well after MBH seeds are sown comes the epoch ofCosmic Noon, extending from z ∼ 6
to 2. This is the epoch of galaxy growth through repeated major mergers, accretion of lower
mass dark-matter halos, and cold gas flowing in along dark matter filaments [9, 10, 11, 12].
Around z ∼ 2, the cosmic integrated star formation rate and AGN activity reach their peak,
followed by a decline that extends to the present day [5]. Though it is widely accepted that
AGN activity and major mergers are related, the precise details of how MBHs assemble
during this epoch is an open question, one that GWs provide unique data to answer.
Upcoming GW observations serve complementary views of the cosmos. GWs at low
frequency will observe the origin and evolution of the most extreme and enigmatic objects
in the Universe: massive black holes. In this whitepaper, we describe the science that
can be obtained by LISA, the first-generation space-based GW observatory. By design,
LISA will provide key observations needed revolutionize out view of MBHs [13], filling an
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unobserved gap of∼9 orders of magnitude between nHz, where Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs)
are sensitive to supermassive black holes orbiting on timescales of decades [14], and >Hz,
where ground-based observatories probe the last fraction of a second of stellar mass black
hole mergers.
Massive Black Holes in the Gravitational Universe
The GW signals from comparable mass ratio coalescing MBHs are similar in shape to
the first signal ever detected, GW150914 [15], and the subsequent stellar black-hole binary
mergers. Indeed, one simply needs to appropriately rescale the time variable – making the
signal longer lasting (from seconds to months)– and the amplitude – which results in signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs) as high as ∼ 1000, to be compared to SNRs of a few tens at most for
today’s Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo. Because of this rescaling, the GW frequency
of merging binary MBHs with total masses of 104 M − 107 M falls squarely within LISA’s
bandwidth (which extends from about 100 µHz to 100 mHz) in the late inspiral, merger and
ringdown phase of the binary evolution. The best sensitivity will be reached for MBHs with
masses comparable to the one residing at the heart of the Milky Way, i.e. ∼ 105 M−106 M.
The galaxy mass function suggests that these ‘low-mass’ MBHs are the most common, but
the least well-known in terms of basic demographics, birth, growth, dynamics and connection
to their galaxy host [16].
Figure 1 shows the vastness of the LISA exploration volume: lines of constant SNR are
depicted in the MB− z plane, where MB is the mass of the binary in the source frame. LISA
will be unique at detecting the GW signal from coalescing binaries between 104 M and a
few 107 M, with SNR higher than 20 at formation redshifts z as large as 20, and SNR as
high as a few thousands at low redshifts [2, 13].
Solving MBH Mysteries
• LISA will measure the masses and spins
of coalescing MBHs to a few % accuracy in
104 − 107 M binaries out to z ∼ 20.
• GWs will unveil the MBH growth via
mergers, and their accretion history via
mass and spin measurements.
• GWs will shed light on the co-evolution
of galaxies and MBHs.
Detecting coalescing MBH binaries
with MB of 10
4−106 M at z > 10 will
provide unique insights into the initial
masses, occupation fraction, and early
growth of the first seed BHs, ances-
tors of the MBHs [17, 18]. This will
inform us about the physics produc-
ing the seeds, whether it involves the
first generation of metal-free stars, the
direct collapse of massive clouds [19],
the collapse of hyper-massive stars
formed in stellar runaway collisions
[20], or a different process altogether,
such as primordial black holes formed
in the early Universe, before the epoch
of galaxy formation [21]. Knowledge
of this population will anchor the initial conditions of MBH cosmic evolution, setting the
stage for their subsequent mass growth and merger rate.
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Figure 1: Contours of constant SNR as a function of redshift (cosmic time) and source-frame
binary mass MB for the LISA observatory. For this figure, the MBHs are non spinning and have
mass ratio q = 0.5. Overlaid is an illustration of evolutionary tracks ending with the formation of a
MBH at z ∼ 3. Black dots and arrows represent the MBHs and their spins, respectively. MBHs are
embedded in galaxy halos (white-yellow circles) and experience episodes of accretion (black lines)
and mergers. Black stars refer to the most distant long Gamma-Ray Burst host, quasar and galaxy
detected so far.
Between about 3 . z . 10, LISA will detect the inspiral, merger and ringdown of
sources with 105 < MB/M < 107, enabling the measurement of their intrinsic masses with
accuracies at the percent level [2]. GW signals will also carry exquisite information on the
MBH spins, which enhance the GW amplitude, introducing modulations in the signal due
to precession. Spins of MBHs powering AGN are difficult to measure from their EM spectra
[22]. On the contrary, the spin of the larger (smaller) MBH in a binary will be measured
from the GW signal with absolute error of better than 0.01 (0.1) in several LISA events,
and the spin misalignment relative to the orbital angular momentum will be determined
to within 10 degrees or better [2]. Individual spins prior to the merger encode information
on whether accretion, which shaped both the MBH mass and spin evolution, was coherent
(leading to spins close to maximal and small misalignment angles) or chaotic (leading to
lower average spins and random spin orientations over the black hole life cycle) [23, 24, 25].
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This will give us the unprecedented opportunity to reconstruct the MBH cosmic history from
GW observations alone [26]. Moreover, by measuring the angle between BH spins and the
angular momentum, crucial information will be gathered about the interaction between the
MBHs and their environment and about whether the binary evolution is driven by the gas.
In particular, gas can exert dissipative torques on the BH spins, potentially aligning them
with the gas angular momentum. This also has crucial implications for the fate of the MBH
produced by the merger, which could be imparted a large GW recoil velocity in the presence
of large spin orbit misalignment prior to merger [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
As illustrated in Figure 1, GWs from MBHs are incredibly strong, and the advantage
of this fact cannot be understated. At Cosmic Noon, right when galaxy mergers are rife,
MBH mergers become extraordinarily loud, which enables precise measurements of the source
parameters over 12 billion years of cosmic time. MBH coalescences may not occur in vacuum,
and low-redshift (z . 2) binaries of 105 < MB/M < 107 surrounded by circumbinary gas,
may outshine in the optical and X-rays during the inspiral and merger proper, becoming key
targets for EM follow up, with advance warning of hours. These mergers will be localized
within 10 or even 0.4 deg2, corresponding to the field of view of Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope and of the Athena WFI [36], respectively. The science with contemporaneous
EM and GW observations is spectacular. It has the potential to discover the yet unknown
periodic emission from shocked gas surrounding the two MBHs in the violently changing
spacetime before merger [37, 38, 39, 40, 41], flashes, bursts and jetted emission at merger
[42, 43], and also post-merger afterglow signatures [44]. Linking masses and spins determined
with exquisite precision by the GW signal with EM emission will be paramount.
Deciphering the Astrophysics Behind the Discovery
At all redshifts, forming a MBH binary after a galaxy merger requires dissipation of orbital
energy and efficient transport of angular momentum from the galaxy scale of hundreds of
thousands of parsecs to the micro-parsec scale, when the merger gives birth to a new, single
MBH [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. The physics governing the orbital evolution of a
MBH pair on each scale is dramatically different. The process starts with the assembly of
galaxy haloes and is followed by galaxy collisions, which all occur on cosmological scales [1].
In the new galaxy, the pairing, hardening, and coalescence of two MBHs is a complicated
dynamical problem. The processes of galaxy and MBH binary dynamics are intimately
connected. The link is provided by several strands of highly-coupled non-linear physics that
ignites star formation, triggers nuclear inflows of gas, excites stellar and AGN feedback, and
transports the incoming MBHs toward the center of the newly formed galaxy host. The
cover page here depicts the merger of two galaxies and their embedded MBHs (circles),
extracted from the cosmological simulation Romulus25, which tracks MBH pairs down to
sub-kpc distances [1, 53], still too widely separated for GWs to dominate, yet at the frontier
of cosmological simulations of our day. Given the overwhelmingly large dynamical range
involved in this problem, numerical simulations coupled to semi-analytical models and sub-
grid physics are precious tools to assist us in the interpretation of LISA data. Masses, mass
ratios, eccentricities and spins, which are encoded in the GW signal, can be connected to
the physical processes leading to MBH binary formation and growth. For example, the
eccentricity is largely amplified by stellar scatterings [54, 55], which is determined by the
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shape and kinematics of the background stellar potential. Meanwhile, the mass ratios and
encounter geometries determine the efficiency of dynamical friction and sinking times [56],
and spin magnitudes and orientations reflect BH interactions with massive gas discs [26].
Therefore, not only will LISA detect MBH binaries at the very end of their journey, but
it will also unveil the cosmic evolution of the interplay between MBH binary dynamics and
their host galaxies properties as they co-assemble in the cosmic web.
The rates (3-20 per year in a conservative scenario) and properties of merging MBH bina-
ries are inevitably connected with those of their host galaxies, and ultimately to the evolving
large scale structure of the Universe [57]. Complimentary to LISA, the North American
Nanohertz Observatory for GWs [58] and other PTAs are targeting the GW foreground
from very massive MBH binaries of 108 − 109 M at nHz frequencies observed during their
inspiral phases up to z ∼ 1 [59]. The spectrum of the GW foreground contains precious
information on how the giant MBHs pair and interact with the broader galaxy dynamics.
Deciphering the information encoded in the LISA and PTA observations will grant us access
to physics spanning a remarkable range, from the galactic scale down to the MBH horizon
some 12 orders of magnitude smaller. In the coming years, observations of galaxies in deep
fields coupled to forefront cosmological simulations will help us to interpret rate of MBH
mergers as measured by LISA and PTAs in the low-frequency gravitational Universe. With
its unique and nearly complete census of coalescing massive black hole binaries, from the
Cosmic Dawn to the local Universe, GW observations will be a game changer in our under-
standing of the deepest mysteries of MBH birth, growth and coevolution, shedding light on
structure formation, galaxy evolution and dynamics, accretion and fundamental physics.
Space-based and pulsar timing gravitational wave observatories will cement the role of
GWs as precise MBH probes across cosmic history, providing definitive answers about
their origins and evolution. Interpreting the GW view of MBHs in the context of large
scale structure, galaxy formation, and evolution requires a broad scientific vision that
includes detailed modeling, inference, statistics, and input from EM surveys. By us-
ing MBH mergers as signposts for galaxy formation and assembly, we are poised for a
paradigm shift in our understanding of MBHs and the Universe.
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